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Article 1

SEPTEMBER 1967

Volume 28
Number 3

AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION. UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY. LOGAN

Deer hunting ranks w ith relig ion and politics as a fit subject for instant conversation in Utah! One area of discussion worth 10,000 " well chosen" words is the declining
deer harvest each hunting season . Hunter success since 1961 has been declining. As the
total number of deer decreases and the number of hunters going afield increases, hunter
success, of necessity, declines. This decrease in deer numbers results from the systematic
plan followed to bring the herds in balance w ith their habitat.
At the turn of the century unrestricted hunting had depleted the mule-deer herds,
killed out the elk herds and extinguished the big-horned sheep except in the southe rnmost
desert areas . Alarmed sportsmen and politicians formulated laws to protect the deer
herd and " buck only" hunting was instigated . Slowly the deer herds recovered and deer
numbers increased until they began to exceed the carrying capacity of their range. In
1934, " antler-less' deer hunting was permitted but the idea was slow to catch on.
Sports hunting did not thin out the herds rapidly enough, and as a result many of
the better ranges were damaged. An average mule deer eats 2 3A pounds of forage per
100 pounds of body weight each day during the winter. If this forage ration is not met,
the animal starts to lose weight. Researchers have found that a deer can survive a 30percent weight loss and recover. Anymore loss than that, however, causes the animal to
suffer malnutrition and eventually fall victim to winter kill . The natural result of too
many deer is death for both the animals and the range. At present the herds and the
ranges are approaching balance and those ranges which have deteriorated are beginning to recover.
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OfSl
C.
Good di tribution of drinking
wat r on rangeland is r cognized
a a key factor in range management. With good distribution rangeland can upply forage for greater
numb r of animal without overgrazing. It ha b n demon trated
that the rain trap, con i ting of a
catchment area and a r ervoir for
toring precipitation interc pt d during torm i an fficient wa to
provid water on rangeland wh re
oth r ource of water ar not available. Th c t of d v loping water
by thi method how ver ar high.
In an attempt to r duc co t w
have inv tigated ev ral mat rial .
Among the
i
t el. St el tank
hay been wid ly u d to stor wat rand galvaniz d t el roofing
mount d on a wooden framework
ha b en us d to intercept and colI ct water for range liv stock. The
particular techniques used were
costl
however.
Our approach with teel has been
one of design and mat rial combination. Th fir t teel catchment and
in I-lined
torage structure we
tested were in tall d in our rain trap
te t area in the vicinity of Logan
Utah . The catchment wa in talled
the la t week of Octob r 1963, and
the tank in March 1967.
During the 4 year of operation,
th catchment ha collect d approximately 100 perc nt of the precipi0 repair or
tation which fell on it.
maint nance has be n r quired and
it i till in excell nt condition. Since
that time,
v ral steel catchment
ha eben in taIled. Th s are located as follows:

W.

LAURITZEN

1. Fi hlake National Fore t Salina
R anger Di trict north a t of Salina
tah. A 35 x 35-f ot
catchment with but I torage
bag wa in taIled In October
1964. Average precipitation i
e timated at 16 inches.
2. Cibola ational For t Gallup
ew
R anger Di trict Gallup
M xico. An
x O-foot catchment mpti
into thre Air
Forc
urplu mi il cart n
which hold 26 0 0 gall n each
galfor a total torage of 7
Ion . It wa in tall d in April
1965. Annual pr cipitation i
about 15 inche .
3. Pawn e ational Gra Land
entral Plain Exp rimental

Range Nunn, Colorado. Thi 20
x 50-foot catchme'nt i without
torage. It is an xperimental
tructure of the Agricultural R eearch Service and wa in taIled
in July 1965. Th estimated
rainfall i 12 inches.
4 . Lincoln ational For t. Guadalup R anger Di trict Carl bad
w Mexico, Thi j an 4 x
5-foot catchment with a 10OOO-gallon bolt d t 1 tank for
torag . Th r ar plan f r additional t rage lat r. It was intaIled in Jul y 1966, The estimated pr cipitation i 6 inche .
5. Car on ational For t El Rito
R anger Di trict EI Rito
w
Mexico. A 70 x 72 .5-foot catch-

•
C. W. LAURITZEN is a soil scientist for the
Southwest Branch, Soil and Water Conservation Research Division, Agricultural Research
Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Logan, Utah.
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Figure 1. Rain catchments or traps constructed of galvanized steel are relatively new but are
proving succesdul. The steel is put directly on the ground after a pad has been bulldozed. A
pit for the storage tank is dug at the lower end of the catchment area. Note the terrace above
the apron, This prevents flood water from entering the storage tank.
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ment empties into a 25,000-galIon butyl bag. It was installed
in July 1966. The estimated precipitation is 18 inches.
6. Bureau of Land Management
Idaho Falls District Idaho Fails,
Idaho. This installation consists
of two PE-lined open pit reservoirs. One i 70 feet x 95 feet
and the other is 80 feet x 200
feet. They were installed in 0 vember 1966.
Th.e storage reservoir is nothing
more than a grain bin without a
bottom, fitted with a vinyl liner to
make it watertight. Water in addition to that trapped on the catchment area is collect d from the roof
by small overwings and d flection
brackets at the lower edg of the
roof panels.

Figure 2. Installing a Z-curb serves to anchor the catchment apron to the g round.

The tanks are delivered unassembled and must b er ct d like grain
bins. A bin 24 feet in diameter one
ring high, or 2.66 feet deep, has a
storage capacity of 9,000 gallons;
two rings 17,700 gallons; three
ring 26 700 gaJlon and four rings,
35,630 gallons. If greater capacity
is required two or more tanks can
be interconnected.
The tank which we installed in
our test area was two rings high . It
was erected in a shallow excavation
and backfilled to about the top of
the first ring. Thi may not be necesary but it will eliminate the possibility of burrowing animals digging
und r and damaging the lining. It
is expected thi al 0 will limit ice
formation to some extent. As a
measure to counteract the expansion
cau ed by ice formation, w plan to
u pend an air-fill d pIa tic or rubber tubing v rticaily in the center of
the tank.

Figure 3. An ordinary bottomless grain bin when lined with vinyl can easily serve as a storage
tank. This particular tank wa s buried to the fi rst ring to prevent rodent damage and minimize
ice stress. The steel rain trap wa s developed with the a ssistance and cooperation of the
Granco Steel Ca., St. Louis, Missouri.
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Two additional topless bins or
tank were r cted in Augu st 1967.
The e ar being u ed to valuat the
ff ctiv n
of floating cover for
evaporation control. While little information i available, th few
mea urement we have made indicate that evaporation from roofed
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Figure 4. Construction details of a galvanized steel catchment apron.

bins will be small. These could be
further reduced by floating a cover
inside the tank. It may prove more
economic to use roofless tanks and
control evaporation with floating
covers.
The published price of a catchment liner, 55 feet x 55 feet, i
$625.00, and a 70 x 75-foot liner i
$963.15. A 26 700-gallon tank with
top and vinyl liner can be purchased
for $1,250. This makes a total cost
of $1,875 for a 55 x 55-foot liner
and a 26,700-gallon storage re ervoir. Amortized at 5 percent over
a period of 20 years, this repre ents
an annual cost of about $155 for
materials, labor, and earthwork for
installiqg the catchment liner and
erecting the bin. Labor and earthwork costs total about $100.
If a cow drinks 10 gallons a day,
the cost per cow per day for water
would be $0.056.
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BIOLOGICAL CLOCK INFLUENCES BEES
Honey bee have an internal ' biological clock that influence their
behavior. Thi wa di cov red in a
cooperative tudy involving honey
bee biological clock or circadian
rhythm between USDA S Agricultural Research S rvice and the Utah
Agricultural Experiment Station.
Research technician John A. Kefu sand ARS ntomologist William
P. Nye both stationed at Logan
found that the photo-period, or
amount of daylight, affect honey
bee brood rearing. Longer days
stimulate rearing of the young, and
hort days inhibit brood rearing.
Bee respond in the same way to
gradual changes of daylength over a
period of time, indicating that their
biological clock doesn't suddenly
turn on or off only after the extreme has been approached in short
or long daylengths.
To determine the effects of daylength on bees, Mr. Kefuss and Mr.

Nye controlled several variables,
including food and environments
that affect bee behavior. The researchers held the bees in a room
and simulated normal daylengths by
providing the bees with 8, 12, or
16 hours of light.
B sides brood rearing, the bee '
flight habits varied with different
amounts of light. In both long (16
hours) and short (8 hour ) days,
bee flights from their hives were
very low in the first half of the day
and high in the second half. An hour
before the end of their artificial day,
the flights tapered off.
In one experiment, Mr. Kefuss
and Mr. Nye accustomed the bees to
a 12-hour day, and then shortened
their day to only 2 hours. The bees
responded with a fourfold increase
in the number of flights. Flights
from the hive continued at a high
pace even after the day was lengthened by several hours.
81

GEORGE

Perhap the mo t important function of big game management i the
provi ion of food for th animal at
all ea on of th y ar. The problem i n t uniqu to big gam managers rancher are faced with
the am on in managing th ir livetock. Failur to n ure adequat
range brow e and other forage reults in maIler weaker and more
di ea ed animal. During
vere
winter tarvation r ult.
In much of Utah there i a normal movem nt of deer and elk from
high ummer range to the lower
foothill when wint r begins. Often
the ize of the big game winter
range i
maIler than the pring
umm r and autumn rang . Settlement and cultivation of the natural winter range have forced th
animals to concentrate on maller

W.

SCOTTER

area. Unfortunately big game animal unlike cattle and he p cann t b moved ucce fully from area
to area or fed ha or grain when
natural food become carce. They
r quire a variety f n tural food
where they normally congregate.
WINTER BOTTLENECK

Th hortage f food during the
winter a on ha become known a
the winter bottlen ck or the limiting factor that contro] big game
numb r. In Uta h winter range i
u ually the weak t link in the chain
of requirement for big game animal but there are excepti n . For
example in orne area the umm r
range i on the hort ide. Th rang
with the lea t carr. ing cap city determines the ize of the big game
h rd that can be maintained in an

area. However, it is mostly on the
winter range that the big game manager mu t try to balance the herds
and th food upplie. Extra feed
buried under 3 fe t of now on th
ummer range doe a de r no good
during the winter.
If ther i not nough food on the
wint r range th pI nt b com
damag d b overgrazing and animal are fore d to earch for food
in other area or tarve. Sometime
th
animal mo e to adjoining
ranche
or orchard and
farm
cau e damage.
RANGE CONDITIONS

Since the animal need plant for
food we mu t know th carr ing
capacit and th condition and trend
f th range. Carrying capacity i
the number of animal an ar a will
adequat ly upport year after year
without depl tion of th range resource. A range may be rated into
condition cIa
sueh as poor fair
good or xcellent according to forage quantity and quality. The trend
of the condition cIa on the range is
of much importance, al o. A winter
range in fair condition but d e1ining
is a mueh more serious problem than
anoth r in only fair condition but
improving. Range trend, ba ed on
information obtained from surveys
during previous years i the be t
index whether the present u e is
correct.
R ange surveys often are employed to ecure such information. A
range urv y i a c10 e in pcction of
an area for the purpo e of gathering

•
Figure 1. Several methods of surveying rangelands have been developed. The methods used on
a given range will depend on the information needed . Photo - Depa rtment of Range Science,
Utah Stote University.
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GEORGE W. SCOTTER is an Assistant Professor in the Deportment of Range Science and
Federal Aid Project Leader for the Utoh Department of Fish and Game.
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information about it ability to furinclude th
ni h forag. Thi
amount of forage produc d by
gra
forb and hrub the kind
of plant pr nt the condition of
th plant the amount of u e and
note on oth r featur of the range.
Such m a ur m nt ar mad on a
rie of ample plot. The amount
of pr f rred forage on an area can
then be d termin d.
REGULATING USE

Since big game animal pr fer
certain Dlant and tend to u tho e
mo t heavil
hortage of choice
forag rna indicat that the range
ha b n v ru ed. If thi grazing
practic continue
the pref rr d
pecie d cr a in number and vigr and plant Ie de irable to big
gam animal begin to replac them.
Although th rang may have a
healthy growth of vegetation, it
valu a big game range may be low
becaus the choic forage plants
have been liminated. If big game
numb rs are not reduced the forage-producing abi lity of such ranges
will continue to decr ase.
Data on the kind and amount of
forage pre ent are u ed to predict
th proper number of animals that
can graze on a range. If regulated
accordingly a good balance between
forage r sources and big gam number can be maintained. The collection of such information is vital for
th wi
manag m nt of our big
game population .

50 to 75 percent of the current
y ar growth hould be removed by
grazing if the plant are to maintain
th ir vigor.
Seriou damage to th rang i
n t alwa apparent until a close inp ction i made. Range plants
make food in th ir I ave by the
proce
of photo ynth si. When
larg amount of leave ar eaten
the ability of the plant to produce
f od i reduced. In th early tage
of over-u e th plant pu h up new
hoot and leave and it i often
hard to r cognize the early ign of
range abu . Many brow e plant
uch a bitterbrush, have r markabl ability to renew growth after
ver u e. There i a limit to the
numb r of time a hrub can tand
uch abu ,however, and with continued ov rbrow ing the new growth
decrea
and th plant may di .

CARRYING CAPACITY

Oth r information collected during rang surveys may include number and ize of trees, distribution of
water t pne s of slopes, the presnce of ero ion, and the d gree of
u by caul and sheep. All of these,
e pecially u e by dome tic livestock
inftu nce th carrying capacity of an
area for big game animals.
Carrying capacity of a rang al 0
dep nd on rainfall during the growing eason and on the hardnes
den ity and thickn s of the winter
now. Although the effect of rainfall on the production of forage can
be predict d, the influ nce of variou t. pe and conditions of snow i
poorly known. It ha been shown
in northern Canada that snow can
b a eff ctive a barrier to animal
u e a a good page-wir fenc .
(Continu d on page 96)

Figure 2. Mahogany is one of the preferred forages on big game winter ranges. The plant on
the left has been protected from grazing while the one on the right has been used by livestock
and big game animals. Photo - Department of Range Science, Utah State Univers ity.

DAMAGE OFTEN HIDDEN

Conditions of the range rather
than condition of big game animals
hould be used as an index to proper
management. If animal condition is
u ed a a guide, the range may be
seriou ly damaged before the animals how poor condition. The condition of the individual plants is
another type of data that should be
collected. Often hrubs which have
sent out new growth may appear in
good condition to a casual observer,
but with careful scrutiny many dead
twig and twigs eaten beyond the
curr nt annual growth can be seen.
As a rule of thumb not more than
SEPTEMBER
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Figure 3. One indicator of over-use by big game is the "highlining" of shrubs and trees. Aspen
trees were "highlined" on this range. Photo - Departmen t of Range Science, Utah State Univer·
sity.
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MEETING THE PROTEIN NEEDS

OF
DAIRY ANIMALS
M. J. ANDERSON, R. C. LAMB, and G. E. STODDARD

u d: (I) ad libitum (fre choice)
f eding wher f d wa ff r d nc
r twic dail_ \ ith an attempt to
ha
a 5 percent f d refu ai, and
(2) c ntr lied f ding wh r th
I vel \ a calculated to b
lightly
ab v maintenanc r quirement
and II f the f ed off r d wa conumed.
All of
tud
r cei ed
of th ir

R

wa
th

ince c nc ntrate
f rag
u uall_ fed in combinati n it
cmed n c
t det rmine wh th r ar ing the rate of
c nc ntrate f edin would affect the
dig tibilit of th prot in.
Dige tibility tudie w r conducted wh r th total amount of
f ed f d and excreta voided wer
mea ured . For economical r a on,
arIing wether sheep
were u d ince the dig tibility of
m t f d i ver_ imilar for heep
and cattle.
ually four replicate
or ob ervation wer u ed to valuate a hay or particular ration being
tudied. Two I vel of feeding were

troll d I v I of f eding and the r maining 2 hay wer tudied at the
ad libitum level. The crud protein
( P) cont nt of the hay vari d
from 12. to 25.1 p rcent.
One hundr d eighte n ob rvation w r made on ration which
includ d concentrate. Except for
one trial wh r I animal wer fed
both conc ntrate and hay fr
choice the amount and rati of hay
and c nc ntrate wa contr lied.
Th c mp iti n of the concentrate
v ri d but in all c e contain d a
high p rcentage 6 t 79 P rc nt)
r II d bar! y and 10 to 19 p rc nt
m la
dried b t pulp. Concenfed t rat of 2 25
60 p rcent and free
re we r f r m 12 t 27
ch feeding level.

•

ROBERT C. LAMB and MelVIN J. ANDERSON
are Research Scientists with the Dairy Cattle
Research Branch, Agricultural Research Service, USDA, working as federal collaborators
with the Department of Dairy Science, Utah
State University, Logan . GEORGE E. STODDARD is a Professor and Head of the Department of Dairy Science.
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Figure 1. Alfalfa hay is a rich source of protein. When it is fed free choice, added protein supplementation in the concentrate mixture is usually not necessary.
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The average ratio of concentrates
to hay for the ad-lib animals was
77: 23. For analysis the data were
divided into five groups based on
concentrate: roughage ratio. Group
1 included all hay rations; group 2
included rations with 20 and 25 percent concentrate; group 3 included
40 to 45 percent concentrate' group
4 was animal r ceiving 50 and 60
percent concentrate; and group 5
was animals receiving concentrates

ad libitum.
R egression equations were developed from the data to predict digestible protein from crude protein.
Separate equations were calculated
for all obs rvation combined, for
each of the two 1 vel of feeding and
for the five groups of concentrate
feeding.

Figure 2. Corn silage and grass hays are somewhat low in protein. When they constitute the
maior portion of the forage a high-protein supplement such as cottonseed meal may need to be
added.

and part were fed free choice it was
of interest to determin whethe r the
1 vel of feeding had an effect upon
the dige tibl prot in. Although the
quation are lightl y diff rent (formula B and C) the r ult obtained
from common feed fed to dairy
cow would be very imilar.
Level of concentrate f eding did
appea r to hav an ffect upon th
digestibl protein content. With increa ing level of concentrate f eding it wa found that a the level of
crud prot in content decrea ed the
dige tible protein decr a ed proportionately fa t r. Thi would indicat a higher utilization of prot in
on a high concentrate ration. Howv r th crude protein cont nt of
the e concentrate rations cov red

The results 0& the studie indicated that there wa a very high
corr lation between the crude protein and the dige tible protein content of the ration. Thi indicate
that jf the crude protein content of
the total ration i known then the
dige tible p rotein content can be accurat ly predicted. On the basis of
this correlation formulas were developed to pr dict the dige tible
protein from the crude prot in content. Formula A in table 1 i a
combined formula which wa calculated using all of the data avail able.
Since part of th e animals were
fed at a controlled lev 1 of feeding

Table I . Regression equations for predicting the digestible prote i n from
the crude prote i n

Variable

Regression equation

Correlati on

A

Overall

DP

=0.854

(% CP) -2 . 13

.97

B

Levels of Feed ing
Ad l ibitum
Controlled

DP
DP

=0.896
=0.868

(% CP) - 3.05
(% CP ) - 2. 16

.96
.96

Rations
Al l hay
20 - 25% conc.
40 - 45% conc.
50 - 60% conc.
Ad lib conc.

DP
DP
DP
DP
DP

=0.888
=0.794
=0.916
=0.938
= 1.057

(%
(%
(%
(%
(%

C

D
E
F
G
H
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CP )
CP )
CP)
CP)
CP)

-2.88
-0.51
- 2.52
-2 .88
-5.77

.96
.91
.94
.93
.92

only a limited range of protein valu . It i not known whether the
r lation hip between crude and dige tible protein would have been
the am if fe d with lower protein content had been studied. Of
particular intere t would be values
from the f ding of gra hays or
high I el of corn ilage feeding
ince the e forage are generally
much low r in protein than legume
hay.
Mo t dairy cows producing at a
reasonable level are fed orne conc ntrates. Since the proportion of
concentrate varie from 0 to over
60 perc nt, the I vel on concentrate
fe ding wa
tudi d in relation to
the prot in content. It wa found
that the I el of concentrate f ding
did alter the quations as indicated
from equations D through H in
table 1. In analyzing these equatio1l it was concluded that as the
level of concentrates increased, a
decrease in the protein content of
the ration resulted in a decrease in
the utilization of the protein. Again
these values were obtained over a
limited range.of protein levels.
Table 2 is derived from the eight
equations in table 1. An example of
how these values are derived would
be iIlu trated for a ration containing 16 percent crude protein. If this
value is substituted in the overall

85

value between those Ii ted in table
2 it is recommended that interpola-

equation we get: .854 x 16 = 13.66
- 2.13 = 11.53. For crude protein

tion be used . However, the more
precise way i to use the equations
in table 1.

Table 2. The calculated digestible protein from various levels of crude
protein content (values in percent)

Feed ing
level

Table 2 illustrates the differences
and the similarities of the calculated
digestible protein values from the
eight equations. Note that the values are very similar for the equations in the area of 12-14 percent
crude protein with the biggest differences in the low protein values.
Since the low values are projected
by calculation and not derived from
actual experimental work these values can be questioned.

Level of Concentrate

Crude
Protein

Overall

Ad l ib

Cont.

o

20-25

40-45

50-60

ad lib

4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22

1.3
3.0
4.7
6 .4
8. 1
9.8
11.5
13.2
15.0
16.7

.5
2 .3
4. 1
5 .9
7 .7
9 .5
11.3
13.1
14 .9
16 .7

1.3
3.0
4.8
6.5
8 .3
10 .0
11.7
13.5
15.2
16.9

.7
2 .5
4.2
6 .0
7 .8
9 .6
11.3
13.1
14.9
16.7

2.7
4.3
5.8
7.4
9.0
10.6
12.2
13.8
15.4
17.0

1.1
3.0
4.8
6.6
8.5
10.3
12.1
14.0
15.8
17.6

.9
2 .7
4.6
6 .5
8 .4
10.3
12.1
14.0
15.9
17.8

.6
2.7
5.8
6 .9
9.0
11.1
13.3
15.4
17.5

The usual practice of balancing
rations involves the calculation of a
digestible protein value for each
component of the ration and a calculation of the protein supplied by

Table 3. The digestible protein requirement (pounds per day) of various size cows producing at different rates of
production of 4 percent milk

Body Weight
800

Maintenance only

.52

950
.58

1100
.66

1250
.73

1400

1550

.78

1700

1850

.86

.93

.99

Ibs/ milk/day

Mi Ik only
4%

5
10
15
20
25

.26
.51
.77
1.02
1.28

.78
1.03
1.29
1.54
1.80

.84
1.09
1.35
1.60
1.86

.92
1.17
1.43
1.68
I. 94

.99
1.24
1.50
1.75
2.01

1.04
1.29
1.55
1.80
2.06

1.12
1.37
1.63
1.88
2.14

1. 19
1.44
1.70
I. 95
2 .21

1.25
1.50
1.76
2.01
2.27

30
35
40
45
50

1.53
1.79
2.04
2.30
2.55

2.05
2.31
2.56
2.82
3.07

2.11
2.37
2 .62
2.88
3.\3

2.19
2.45
2.70
2.96
3.2\

2.26
2.52
2.77
3.03
3.28

2.31
2.57
2.82
3.08
3.33

2.39
2.65
2.90
3.\6
3.4\

2.46
2.72
2.97
3.23
3.48

2.52
2.78
3.03
3.29
3.54

55
60
65
70
75

2.8\
3.06
3.32
3.57
3.83

3.33
3.58
3.84
4.09
4.35

3.39
3.64
3.90
4.\5
4.4\

3.47
3.72
3.98
4.23

4A9

3.54
3.79
4.05
4.30
4.56

3.59
3.84
4.\0
4.35
4.6\

3.67
3.92
4.\8
4.43
4.69

3 .74
3.99
4.25
4.50
4.76

3.80
4.05
4.3\
4.56
4.82

80
85
90
95
\00

4.08
4.34
4.59
4.85
5.10

4.60
4.86
5.11
5.37
5.62

4.66
4.92
5.17
5.43
5.68

4.74
5.00
5.25
5.51
5.76

4.8\
5.07
5.32
5.58
5.83

4.86
5.\2
5.37
5.63
5.88

4.94
5.20
5.45
5.71
5.96

5.01
5.27
5.52
5.78
6.03

5.07
5.33
5.58
5.84
6.09
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each ingredient. These studies indicate that this practice is not nearly
as valid as calculating the percent
crude protein in the total ration. By
the use of the appropriate equation
the digestible protein for the entire
ration can be calculated.
To effectively use these data it is
necessary to know the protein requirements of the animal Table 3
gives the calculated requirement
that have been established upon
the results of many experiments
throughout the country. Thi table
is ba ed upon the National Re earch
Council Publi ation 1349. By establishing the amount of feed fed to the
animal determining the percentage
crude protein in the total ration, the
dige tible protein content can then
be figured. Thi value can then be
u ed to calculate the digestible protein provided. A comparison of the
protein supplied and the prot in requirem nt can b made and if additional protein is required it hould
be added.
Table 4 illustrates the use of the
data presented in thi paper and the
requirements as listed in table 3.

USDA SC
AVIAN

TIS SOT Y
UKO I V RUS

The virus that causes acute avian
I ukosis, or Marek's disease in poultry ha been grown in the laboratory and examined under the electron microscope, by a U.S. Department of Agriculture cienti t.
Dr. Keyvan N azerian a microbiologist in USDA's Agricultural
Research Service, said that the discovery agrees with findings by British re earcher that Marek s di ease
i cau ed by a herpe -like virus. The
herpes group of viru es is unrelated to the viru group involved in
lymphoid leukosis, another cancerlike poultry disease.
In rec nt year Marek s dis ase
ha co t poultrymen millions of dollars in 10 ses of young chickens. Although thi di ea e produces some
of the arne symptoms as lymphoid
leukosis, increa ing vidence has indicated that the two are separate

Table 4. An example of the protein requirements and t.he extent to which
these requirements are met by the use of tYPical Utah feeds

Requ i rements
1400 pound cow producing 60 Ibs FCM/ day

Ibs/ O.P ./day
3.84

Fed to An i mal
Dry matter
Amt/ day

Feed

Crude protein

%

pounds

%

pounds

2.8

Alfalfa hay
Corn s i lage

20
30

90

18.0
8.7

14.0

29

2.3

.7

Barley
Beet pulp

12
3

89
91

10.7
2.7

11.7
8.9

1.4

40.1

TOTAL

% crude protein =

~x

.3
5.2

100 = 13.0

40 ..1
% conc.

= 13.4 x

100

=33

40.1
% digestible protein - ( Table 2 @ 40% concentrate) = 9.4
Ibs digestible protein 40.1 x 9.4
100

=
- 0 .07
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di ea e. The identification of the
cau ative virus of Marek's disease
confirms thi . Lymphoid leukosis, a
chronic form that strikes older birds,
and the acute Marek di ea e are
not known to affect man.
Since concentrated studies of Marek s disease started 2 year ago,
ARS scientists have di cover d that
the causative ag nt could be pread
from infected to healthy chicken in
droppings and saliva. But the identity of the agent remained unknown,
de pite repeated attempt at laboratory culture by scienti t at ARS's
Regional Poultry Re earch Laboratory, East Lansing, Mich.
Success finally came when ARS
microbiologi t Dr. John J. Solomon
and co-workers used cultures of
duck embryo cells eeded with
blood from chickens infected with
Marek's disease. Previous, unsuccessful studies were tried on cultures
prepared from chicken tissues.
Dr. Solomon found that the culture of infected duck embryo cells
developed colonies of altered cells,
evidence that the disease agent was
present. Chickens injected with infected cells came down with Marek's
disease while those injected with uninfected cells did not.
When Dr. Nazerian examined a
cuI ture of infected cells under an
electron microscope, he found particles that looked like herpes virus.
The herpes virus group infect the
nucleus of cells, and under experimental conditions have not been infectious outside of cells, probably
because the viruses lack an outer
coat. This finding may explain why
scientists have been unable to transmit the Marek's disease agent from
one bird to another without transmitting whole cells from an infected
bird to an uninfected bird.
By contrast, lymphoid leukosis
viruses infect cell areas outside the
nucleus, and they can be isolated
outside of the cells they infect.
87
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E. ARLO RICHARDSON, LOIS M. COX, AND GA YLEN ASHCROFT
The fir t article of thi erie decribed the province of bioclimatolncompa ing all of the
ogi t a
natural world: pr cipitation
oil
unlight plant
air and animal.
The r lation hip among th e factor ha e d fin d the life form we
know and d pite the power f
technology till ub tantially inftunc the liv we lead a individual .
Thu an under tanding of th principl
on which the e relation hip
op rate can equate with a mor
meaningful lif .

In the 1940'
audaciou m n
crack d th at m. Thing have never
b n the arne. Acce to nuclear
en rgy
ng nder d new way of
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thinking among cienti t. And invitably the r ult f th ir thinking
are being embodied in technology
that affect the Jive of p ople
throughout the world. Much of thi
mod rn day t chn I gy i conceiv d
f enf nd work d out in t rm
rgy xchang . Anyone therefore,
who ch ri h
a dr am of at lea t
on r or
em i- haping hi own life
later ha to grapple with the concept of ener _ that ar in parabl
from th world h inhabit.

•
E. ARLO RICHARDSON is the ESSA State Climatologist for Utah and Nevada . lOIS COX
is Technical Writer for the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station and Division of University
Research . GA YLEN l. ASHCROFT is Associate
Professor of Climatology in the Department
of Soils and Meteorology .

Th ultimat ource of the energy
that imultarh.,()U 1 unifi s and keeps
all natural and man-made environment in flux i the un. Every cond , the atomic fumac we call the
un i turning 657 million ton of
hydrogen into 653 million ton of
helium. The mi ing 4 million ton
of rna are di charged into pace a
energy. Only on two-billionth of
that discharged en rgy reach
the
earth. But thi fraction could till
m It a 114-foot layer of ice over the
ntire earth in 1 year s time.
Plant and animal on the earth s
urface are andwiched between radiant nergy from the un and infrar d thermal radiation from th
ground. Tn any given eco y tern (local nvironment) energy of some
UTAH
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sort is continually being exchanged
among its constituents. Each organism in the eco ystem routinely receives emits reflects, and tores energy. In addition, the relative
amount of solar radiation (sunshine) that are intercepted and modified by ecosystems are a major determinant of weather and climate.
Without the sun and its energy,
then, life as we know it would not
exist. But even 0 until recently,
the average individual didn't have to
be concerned about the mechanics
of the restless sea of energy he was
a part of. When energy as fire fir t
became part of th cave man slife
the re ulting changes in hi life came
slowly enough to allow him to adjust without trauma. The later har-

nessing of electricity opened succesive doors of change a little more
quickly. But an individual's past
pre ent and future experiences retained some elements of continuity.
Today however with controlled nuclear energy a reality, the exotic becomes commonplace overnight, and
the only way to understand many of
the a ociated change is in terms of
energy.
In other word , if we want better
in ight into the world around us and
our relation to it, we must learn to
think in new terms: the language of
n rgy exchange. Unless we mak
the nece ary effort to gain that inight we are not likely to enjoy the
full potentials of either our immediate or secondary environments.

A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
Before we can translate everyday
activities into the language of energy, however, we need to know
mor about what energy is.
For one thing, energy is not a
single entity. R ather, its forms are
myriad. Because energy does exist
in many diverse forms, virtually
everything we see and do actually
constitutes energy exchange. We live
in and are part of a vast, continual
energy-exchange process.
We can see as a result of energy
triking the retinas of our eyes. In
effect our eyes interpret the energy
reflected or radiated from objects
around us. On a moonless night,
without artificial light, we "see" very
little because the main radiations

---Figure 1. The ultimate source of the ener~y that simultaneously unifies a nd keeps all natural and man-made environments in flux is the sun. But
once divorced from its single progenitor, energy assumes myriad forms . Indeed, virtually everything we see and do can be interpreted in terms
of energy and energy-exchange procelles.
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from our surroundings are in the
infrared part of the spectrum. And
our retinas do not respond to infrared radiation.
We hear because some form of
energy has been converted to vibrations in the atmosphere. When this
movement of atmospheric molecules
reaches our ears, membranes in our
inner ears begin to vibrate. And our
brain has learned to interpret these
vibrations (sounds).
Since temperature is recognized
as an indication of the energy status
of a substance, heat or high temperature equates with high energy. But
heat is not necessarily a synonym
for energy. For example, energy
leaves the sun in the form of electromagnetic radiation, which becomes
"heat onJy when it strikes some
object such as a car, an animal, or
the soil.
Learning to translate every day
happenings into energy terms can
require strenuous mental gymnastics
at first. Once mastered however, the
new perspective provides easy access to the exciting world of bioclimatology. It also gives us a tool
that can be used to good advantage
in coping with malfunctioning environments, whether natural or manmade.

Figure 2. We live in and are port of innumerable energy-exchange processes. All too often,
however, our utilization and modification of specific processes is directed toward simply increasing our immediate personal comfort and pleasure, with li"le regard for possible ecological
ramifications.

radiation, unmodified by the atmosphere, until it is absorbed or reflected by land, water, or other objects in or on the earth's surface.
The absorbed energy is converted to
heat and heat energy generaJly
moves by one of two processes
(conduction or convection).
A sun-bathing blonde on the
beach exchanges energy with the environment in everal ways. The electromagnetic energy from the sun is
received directly (via radiation) on
her body and her skin responds by

becoming hot. The ultra-violet part
of the sun s energy may cause sunburn or tanning with prolonged exposure.
The sand has also absorbed energy from the sun and has become
hot. If the blonde roIls over onto
the hot sand, the heat is conducted
from the warm sand grains to the
body by direct contact. A mild
breeze may remove the warm air
which surrounds her and bring in
some that is cooler. In this process
of convection, heat energy is carried

HOW DOES ENERGY MOVE?

The tremendous quantities of energy generated by the sun obviously
must reach man s environment before he can use them. In this case,
transfer does not appreciably modify the energy tatus of the intervening millions of miles between the
un and the earth s atmosphere.
This type of non-disruptive transfer
i known as radiation. When the
sun' electromagnetic energy reaches
the ozone layer above the earth ,
however, certain wave lengths are
absorbed and temperatures of several hundred degree are produced.
But some of the sun's electromagnetic energy continues to travel by
90

FACTS AND FIGURES

The amounts of energy associated with different weather phenomena
are almost beyond comprehension. If an impenetrable cloud of cosmic dust
were to block the sun's radiation that normally reaches the earth, there would
still be sufficient energy stored within the earth's atmosphere to maintain
wind movement for about 10 days. To then return the ener2Y status of the
atmosphere to its normal level, would require as much energy as is produced
by all the electric power plants in the United States in 100 years.
On a smaller scale, the average thunderstorm may release energy equivalent to about 200 atomic bombs the size of that used on Hiroshima. A
single stroke of Jightning has a pressure of about 15,000,000 volts with a
current of 160,000 amperes. If such a stroke lasted one second, it would
provide sufficient energy to light 20,000,000,000 one-hundred-watt light
globes for one second or a single hundred-watt bulb for 750 years.
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with individual air molecules rather
than being transferred from one
molecule to another as in conduc-

tion.
A imple analogy may further
clarify these three proces es of energy tran fer. Supposing a teacher
wanted to get a piece of chalk to a
tudent in the back of the clasroom. He might throw the chalk to
the tudent and it would arrive with
no one else having been involved;
that is analogous to radiation. He
might have the chalk pas ed back
from tudent to student with no one
I aving hi
at - conduction. Or,
the teach r could imply carry the
chalk to the rear of the room to the
student, a process analogou to con-

vection.
Another form of energy transfer
i al 0 commonly experienced on
the beach by wimmers who leave
the water and find the hore br eze
urpri ingly cooling. Evaporation
or the change of phase from liquid
to ga eous water, requires con iderable energy which mu t come from
the immediate environment. When
a wimmer comes a hore hi body
i th nvironment that provide the
energy. The evaporative heat 10
that he undergo s is felt as chilling
becau
the energy statu of hi
body i reduced 0 rapidly.

IMPLICATIONS FOR ECOSYSTEMS
Scienti t from ngin r to bioc1imatologi tare u ing uch fact
about nergy in th ir effort to further man qu t for fulfillment.
For xample on th USU campu, cienti t in the Utah Water
Re earch Laboratory are trying to
find out on a preliminary ba i
whether the atmo ph re can b
made to react on cue by manipulating it en rgy balance. Sub tance
uch a ilver iodid and pulverized
dry ice can increa e the rate of conden ation in cloud and the sub equ nt pr cipitation. In other word
adding the foreign
ub tance to
a cloud _ t m increa e the rate at
which th cloud' water vapor 10 e
en rgy and convert to it I
ener-
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getic liquid form. The immediate
re ult i more rain or snow.
Th
arne principles have been
u ed by United Airlines personnel
at the Salt Lake Airport. Their purpo e however, wa to di ipate fog.
Preci ion i not yet po ibl in modifying atmo pheric energy-exchang
proc e to achieve rain production fog di p r al or hail supr ion. But the puzzl will undoubtedly b olv d eventually.
At the
arthbound eco y tern
vel the energy exchange picture i
even more clutt red and perplexing.
En rgy interplay within and between co y tern generally involve
many diff rent kinds of organi m ,
each with its own per onally t nable
balanc. Thu
when we tamp r
with th atmo ph ric energy hoping
THE LANGUAGE OF BIOCLIMATOLOGY
Conduction: The process by which energy is
tronsferred through matter without transfer
of the matter itself. This is the major
methad of energy transfer in solids, but
can also occur in liquids and gases.
Convedion: The process of energy transfer in
which matter with its associated energy
moves from one location to another: e.g.,
circulation of heated air or water. Convection occurs only in liquids and gases and
not in solids.
Pha.. Change: A process through which energy is released or absorbed when a substance change. pha.e: e.g., when a liquid
converts to a gas or vapor phase (evaporation) with the addition of energy, or
conversely, when a vapor converts to a
liquid (condensation) with the release of
energy. The energy associated with a
phase change is commonly called latent
heat.
Radiation: A process by which electromagnetic energy po.se. as wave. through
spoce without the necessity of an intervening medium. Some types of electromagnetic
energy can al.o poss through materials:
e.g., sunlight passes through the atmosphere and through window panes.

Bio-: Relating to living organisms. Bioclimatology is a study of the interactions of living organisms with their climatic environments.
Ecosystem: A combination of the plant and
animal communities and the environment
with which they interact.
Environment: The sum of all the external
conditions and influences that affect the
life and development of an organism. The
influences include those exerted by climate,
soil, water, and other organisms.
Organism: Any living entity.

to change one lement of weather,
w may 100 e more con quences
than ware prepared to manage.
At fir t glance, any weather modification program designed to increa a snow pack might eem to
involve merely a simple straightforward rie of events. The scientists
start by modifying the energy-exchange proce in clouds and end
with mor snow in the mountains.
And to that point, things are kept in
a relatively neat package. But those
who understand bioclimatology
would be acutely aware of it Pandora -box implications.
The cientists doing the weather
modification r earch at the Utah
Water Research Laboratory are
cognizant of such possibilitie. A
prime aim of their present work,
th refore is to d fine the potentials
on a mall scale b fore recommending any major program.

ONE THING LEADS TO ANOTHER
More snow on the ground will
change the energy budgets of diver e eco y t ms in the area. How
much variation of this sort can be
tolerated by re ident plant and animal population ?
To illustrate why bioclimatologist ecologist and scientists from
many other di ciplines would urge
caution in large scale weather modification effort ,let presum that
the annual now pack in Utah's
north rn mountains could be substantially increa ed. The de per
nowpack would persist later in the
pring and air drainage from th
mountains into the valleys would be
cold for more months than usual.
A a re ult of this decreased energy
input to the valleys, springtime
growing temperatures would occur
later, and the growing season would
probably be shortened. Marginal
crop would tend to become even
more marginal unless they could
adapt to the lowered solar energy
input conditions. At the same time,
the quantity of water available for
critical irrigation would be increased
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making it possible to grow crops
that have a high water requirement.
Resultant changes in the agricultural
practices Df Utah's nDrthern valleys
over an extended period might or
might not prove desirable.
In the mountains themselves, an
increased snDW pack wDuld almost
certainly be associated with lowered
temperatures, increased spring and
summer runoff, heavier winter cloud
CDver, higher humidity values, and
IDwer soil temperatures. The modified amounts of energy arriving
frDm the sun and the changes in its
exchange patterns within the environment would alter grDwth rates
maturity pDtentials, and characteristics Df plants in local ecosystems.
The variation in plant cover wDuld
in tum affect the animal populatiDns.
Plants that currently supply food
for rodents, for example, might be

unable to survive. The rodents then
would either have to. find new food
supplies, die, or move to a more favorable environment, being replaced
in the Utah mountains by types
adapted to the different vegetatiDn.
The carnivores that depended on
the rodents as their food might die,
adapt to the immigrant rodents, Dr
move elsewhere. Such chain reactions, all tracing to the originally
altered energy balance in the atmosphere, would continue until the
ecosystems attained new equilibriums.
In addition, the relatively obvious
cau e-and-effect situations would be
interwoven with innumerable more
subtle events. For example, longer,
colder winters would increase the
energy requirements of nonhibernating animals. The increased snow
pack would make this need for more
food difficult to atisfy. Grazing animals would almost certainly be hard

pressed to survive. Car n i v 0 res
WDuld find their spring supply Df
hibernating animals coming above
ground later in the year.
The modified atmDspheric and
soil climates could affect the survival and grDwth patterns Df microorganisms and insects. As a result,
diseases of both plants and animals
might change with respect to frequency, timing, and severity.
And not only inhabitants of the
land would be affected. Rivers and
streams commonly start as cold water in the mountains but warm as
they reach the valley and as spring
lays its softening touch on the landscape. The temperature of the water
in a stream or river i a vital determinant of the kind of fish and other
life it will support. A substantially
increased snDW pack in the mountains could conceivably turn the
Logan River into a cold water river

Figure 3. Every ecosystem, regardle .. of its size and relative complexity, operates with a flexible ene'gy balance sheet. But the,. are limits to
the flexibility. If some factor or event disturbs the balance beyond tho.e limits, all the components of the ecosystem must either adapt or face
extinction.
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for its entire length well into the
ummer, or even perpetuaJly. The
entire ecology of the stream would
then be altered. It is because of
such extensive possible ramifications
that USU's scientists are proceeding
with mall scale investigations of
weath r modification p he nom e n a
rather than plunging into a major
program.
In mo t cases nature keeps fairly
flexible account - in i ting only
that a balance be maintained over
time. In other words when one
item on her balance sheet i altered
other entrie mu t be adju ted to
compen ate wh ther man approves
or not.
IN SEARCH OF WISDOM

When natur j een in t rm of
it need for balanced energy exchange many otherwise puzzling
events become under tandable part
of a meaningful whole. In hi characteri tically arrogant de ire to control 'things, ' however, man has
often ignored this need.
Hi careles and prolong d pollution of the earth's atmo phere and
water has done violence to nature
balance on large and small scales.
Hi elf- eeking greed ha promoted
and condoned the rape of the land
and it re ources around the globe.
Animal populations have been decimated to sati fy his lu t for blood
or adventu re, or wealth.
But the r qui ite balance in nature cannot be denied indefinit Iy
and modern man eems to be gradually awakening to that trui m. The
quetion i : Can we acquire sufficient under tanding fa t enough to
conv rt mere know-how into wi dom?
Succeeding installments of thi
serie will explore the n rgy exchange systems of plants and animal a they function both with and
without human interference. A more
definitive can ideration will then be
given man's past present and possible future place in the bioclimatological complex.
SEPTEMBER
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T e effect of

water app ication
on SOl• ti t
In normal agricultural practices
the land is cultivated to bring the
il into a tate of good tilth. Good
tilth exi ts when ther i no den e
tough cru t on the urface and the
oil underneath i friabl or at lea t
fractured into mall granules. Good
tilth implie that the oil i readily
permeable throughout to both air
and \ ater.
Texture and tructure are the two
main term u ed to de cribe the
phy ical characteri tics of oil. Texture de cribe the oil' primary particle ize uch as fine (clay) medium ( ilt) and coar e ( and). Structu re de cribe the ffect of the
grouping or relationship of these
particles to each other, uch as rna ive, blocky or granular. For medium and fine textured oil to be in
good tilth they mu t pos e a granular tructure or b temporarily
broken into mall aggregate. Coar e
textured oil are essentially alway
in good tilth and are u uall found
in a ingle-grained granular ·state.
The application of water coupled
with traffic i mainly re ponsible for
the 10 s of good tilth, however. We
gauge the structural quality of a oil
by the ability of the oil to retain
go d tilth during and following irrigation. Flooding however can iderably war ens the tilth of mo t aridland soils whil
prinkling them
at low application rates may have
little effect on their tate of tilth.
SOIL MOISTURE & STRENGTH

Soil trength is greatly affected by
oil moisture. Medium and fine textured soils high in moisture are the
primary concern of this discussion.
It is common knowledge that loosely
packed soils have little strength

JACK

KELLER

wh n nearly aturated. To illu trate:
think about \i alking through a fre hly cultivated flowerbed immediately
following an irrigation or rain. Once
the oil ha can olidated a the reult of ev ral watering or been
compacted by traffic however it
may still be quite firm even with
water tanding on it. Unfortunately
medium and fin textured oil conolidated or compact d to uch high
d n itie though stable are not productive.
The reduction in strength of saturated oil i u d to advantage in
ettling the oil around foundations
and backfilling trenche
etti ng
fence po t and can olidating the
oil around n w plantings. In such
operation , loa e cloddy soil i imply pu hed back into the hole and
the soil-filled hole is flooded. The
soil clods become a weak when
urrounded and filled with wate r
that th y collapse und r the weight
of clod above. This collapsing
proce s allows the clod to conform
to each other which reduces the
pace between th m. As the water
soaks in and subside th unbalanced water tension at the grou nd
urface cau es the top layer of soil
al 0 to consolidate, although it carries no overburden.
The above phenomena take place
on a much smaller cale when certain medium and fine textured soils
in good tilth are exposed to flooding

•
JACK KELLER is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Agricultural and Irrigation Engineering.
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or high intensity rainfall or sprinkling. The impact of falling drops
may even cause additional surface
consolidation and breakdown. The
resulting consolidation may sufficiently reduce the soils permeability
to both air and water or produce a
tough enough surface crust to greatly limit potential productivity. It
is on such soils, in areas not often
subject to high intensity rains during the growing season, that lowapplication-rate sprinkling may be
advantageous.
It is worth noting that during furrow irrigation only the beads between the furrows are subject to
flooding. Therefore, the furrows
themselves may not be consolidated
by irrigation whereas under high intensity prinkling the whole land
urface is ubject to consolidation.
Once a planted or cropped field
has been reduced to a state of poor
tilth it may not be possible to rejuvenate it by cultivation because of
the plant density or stage of growth.
In such cases soil tilth must be retored by the slower processes of
root development, worm activity,
frost, etc.
MOISTURE TENSION &
AGGREGATE STRENGTH
It has already been mentioned
that for a medium or fine textured
soil to be in good tilth, most of the
primary particles must be assembled
in small granules made up of many
particles. These small granules are
called aggregates . The pores within
the aggregates are very tiny while
the pores or voids among the aggregates are relatively large. It is in
the tiny intra-aggregate pores that
water is stored against gravitational
pull for plant use. The larger interaggregate pores provide the main
channel for water and air movement and zones of reduced resistance to root development.
When the soil are moi t, tension
or capillary force are the principal
binding forces holding the aggregates together in some medium and
fine textured surface soils. The ag94

may be at atmospheric pressure
while the moisture within the aggregates is under tension.
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As the tension within the aggregates is reduced by the addition of
moisture to the soil mass, the confining membrane effect is also reduced. Consequently, the strength
of the aggregates is lowered and the
soil mass may settle as the aggregates tend to deform and/ or conform to each other at their points
of contact.
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Figure 1. Surface settlement as a function of
minimum soil moisture tension during irrigation of Millville silt loam soil samples with an
initial density of 1.2 grams per cubic centimeter, an in itial sample thickness of 4 inches,
and an overburden pressure equivalent to 4
inches of soil.

gr gate in such soils hav practically no strength when the soil is saturated (or only contains entrapped
air) and the moisture tension is reduced to zero. On the other band,
some soils have many large water
stable aggregates which are held together by forces, other than moisture, and po sse s s considerable
trength even when saturated. Soil
in good tilth , but with aggregates
which are only held together by
moisture tension forces are apt to
settle during irrigation. The tilth of
oil with strong water stable aggregates, however, may be unaffected
by irrigation.
To visualize how moi ture tension
force can stabilize an aggregate,
con ider a single aggregate in space.
If the aggregate is saturated and
water evaporates from its surface,
meni ci will form in the pores between the particles of its surface.
(These menisci are similar to the
concave surface or water ri ing in
a capillary tube.) Collectively these
menisci act as a membrane by
surrounding the aggregate which
trengthens it. A similar phenomena is in effect within a soil which is
unsaturated. The air in the large
voids or pores among the aggregates

Settlement is not instantaneous
nor is it complete until the soil moisture tension is reduced to zero. For
each increment of consolidation
there is an increase in contact area
between the aggregates a they tend
to conform to each other. This increase in aggregate contact area decrea es the contact pressure between
aggregates (i.e.) contact pressure
equal contact force divided by contact area). Distortion continues at
the zone of contact between the aggregates until the contact pressure
is no gr ater than the aggregate
strength. Settlement then ceases and
the soil mass remains stable until
either an additional load is applied
or the moisture ten ion i reduced.
As soil moistu re tension is decreased by the addition of more
moisture, additional settlement may
take place. Figure 1 shows a curve
repre enting the amount of settlement or axial strain which took
place under different moisture tenions in samples of a silt loam soil
placed at an initial density of 1.2
grams per cubic centimeter. Notice
that as the soil moisture tension was
decreased, the amount of settlement
increased.
MOISTURE CONTENT &
MOISTURE TENSION

Figure 2 shows the relationship
between moisture content and moisture tension during the wetting of
the same silt loam soil utilized in
Figure 1. The shape of th curve is
typical for most soils. The long,
nearly vertical portion of the curve
represents the filling of th small
UTAH
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Figure 2. Soil moisture tension vs. moisture
content during irrigation of the Millville silt
samples described in figure 1.

pores within and between the aggregate. The more or Ie s horizontal
portion of the curve repr ent the
filling of the larger pore and channel betwe n th aggregate. The
final teep vertical dropoff to z ro
tension occur as the oil approach
aturation or only entrapped air remains.
APPLICATION RATE &
MOISTURE CONTENT
The major part of the water flow
in soils during infiltration takes
place in the large pores. The capillary conductivity of the pore system
must be equal to the infiltration rate
divided by the hydraulic energy gradient. If the water application rate
is very low or the energy gradient
is very high the largest pores and
channel are not needed to conduct
the moi ture downward. These largest pores and channels remain air
filled and are continuous to the soil
surface.
Flow in soils may be compared
with flow through a group of various sized pipes. As in pipe flow,
flow in soils also requires an energy
gradient. In soils, capillary and
gravity forces are the major components of the energy gradient which
causes downward flow. As the application rate is increased, more and
more of the larger pores are required
SEPTEMBER
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to convey the flow downward, even
though the energy gradient may remain con tant. If, on the other hand,
the energy gradient i decreased,
more and more of the larger pores
are required to convey the flow
downward, even though the application rate may remain constant.
At the beginning of infiltration,
the capillary component of the energy gradient is u ually quite large
and the gradient will be much
greater than 1. A infiltration continues into a deep well-drained oil
profile, the capillary component becomes less important and the gravity component produces an energy
gradient which gradually approaches
1. In uch ca es the oil moisture
cont nt in the wetted zone approaches a limit and r main contant. If a layer of oil is reach d
which ha a aturated permeability
Ie
than the application rate a
perch d water table will reduce the
available energy gradient to les
than 1 and neces itate an increa
oil
in moi ture content in th
above.
Figure 3 hows th r lation hip
b tween application rate and moisture content by weight for the arne
ilt loam oil utilized in Figures 1
and 2. The lower curve shows the

relationship between moisture content and application rate for the soil
profile when the wetting front first
reache the bottom. At this moment
a capillary, as well as a gravity,
force exists and the energy gradient
is considerably greater than 1. The
upper curve shows the higher moisture content necessary when the application was continued until the
capillary gradient is zero and the
total energy gradient is 1. When
th en rgy gradient is 1, the moisture content ha increased so that
th capillary conductivity of the
oil i equal to the application rate.

SOIL TILTH &
APPLICATION RATE
Figure 3 shows that as the duration or rate of water application is
increa ed, the moisture content in
the oil profile also increases. Figure 2 shows that as the moisture
content in the soil profile increases
th moi ture tension decreases. This
dec rea e in tension reduces the
trength of the aggregate framework
and the aggregates deform or conform to each other at their zones of
contact which results in the soil settlement shown in Figure 1.

HYDRAULIC ENERGY

2

3

APPLICATION RATE-Inches / Hour
Figure 3. Soil moisture content during irrigation as a function of water application rat. for the
Millvill. silt loam soil samples described in figure 1. The lower curve represents the moisture contents when the wetting front first reach.d the bottom of the 4-inch lampl ••
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Figure 4 shows the direct effect
of the duration and rate of water application on the ettlement or conolidation of the silt loam soil starting from an initial den ity of 1.2
grams per cubic centimeter. The
lower curve show the relationship
between application rate and settlement when the wetting front fir t
r ached the bottom of the 4-inch
profile. The upp r curve shows the
relationship after sprinkling has
been continued until the energy
gradient has b en reduced to 1.
Figure 4 demonstrates that irrigating with low application rate
sprinkling or light irrigations by
prinkling at higher rates may be
accompli hed with minor r duction
in oil tilth. On the other hand, irrigating the same oil by flooding or
high application rate sprinkling
even without large drop impact
forces, may reduce the soil tilth to
a state inadequate for good plant
growth. With larger drop impact
force the reduction in tilth would
have been even greater. Furthermore the reduction in soil tilth may
be 0 extreme, that the infiltration
capacity of the consolidated oil is
extremely low. It may become even
lower than the application rate
which hould have been employed
to maintain good tilth.

IRRIGATION WITH
LOW LEVEL SPRINKLING

l HUtGY MACCHT. I

APPUCATlON RATE1rIehes / Hour

Figure 4. Soil settlement as a function of irrigation application rate at the time the wetting front first reached the bottom and when
the hydraulic energy gradient equaled 1.
Soil samples are the same as described in
figure 1.

even more consolidation thC\Il flooding. This paradox may exist because a perched water table may be
produced which aturates th soil
from the bottom up and reduces
the moisture tension to zero in the
tiJIed zone. Thus, there will be very
(Continued from page 83)
Scientific apprai al of rangelands
can and should play a vital part in
th management of our big game
herd. With good information on
the available forage and on the condition and trend of the range, length
of the hunting sea ons and allowable
kills can be set wisely. In other

little trapped air and maximum consolidation will take place. Such a
situation might exist where the top
8 to 12 inches of a dense massive
structured light textured soil has
been put in a state of good tilth by
cultivation and then irrigated. To
reclaim such a soil, light frequent
irrigations by sprinkling at very low
application rates must be employed.
As the reclamation process progresses through leaching, root activity, increase in organic matter, micro
flora, and worm activity, heavier
irrigations and/ or higher application rates may be permissible. It is
improbable however, that high
drop impact energies can ever be
tolerated by such soils without
causing surface sealing and crusting.

~
"

..."

PROTECT your WATER, SOil, and AIRour basic natural resources-from

OCCI -

dental contamination by pesticides or
other chemicals on

the

farm,

in the

forest, or in the city .

words man can balance animal
numbers with the forage resources.
Animals can be harvested by hunter instead of allowed to starve.
They will be in better condition and
therefore better trophies. Good
range management today can only
re ult in healthy game herds tomorrow.

The use of low application rate
and/ or light irrigations by sprinkling mt!y provide a useful tool for
developing certain heretofore unproductive arid lands. Even on
many of the better soils, this method
of irrigation may significantly reduce
the cultivation operations. Furthermore with the generally better state
of soil tilth possible, productivity
may be increased.
Where a very impervious or extremely sandy layer exists near the
soil surface, a heavy irrigation by
low-rate sprinkling may produce
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Figure 4. Death from starvation is nat~re's method of balancing big game numbers with the
carrying capacity of the range. Photo - J. B. low.
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Sex hormones and the
growth of nursing calves
on high mountain ]fang
()

In
J 0 SEP H

T.

BLA K E

Many beef cattlemen in Utah
have a cow-calf type operation, in
which brood cows are kept to produce and raise calves. The practice
is to breed the cows during the summer so they will calve the following
pring. In some cases the cow and
calf are placed on high mountain
grazing land during ummer month
and by fall the calf is ready to wean.
U ually U.S. National Forest land i
utilized and each cow-calf combination requires one fore t grazing
permit. In a f w instances other federally owned grazing land or state
or privately owned land in the
mountains are used, but the purpose
i e entially the same. Growth rate
of calve during the summer months
i a major factor determining the
margin of profit for this type of cattle operation. The cow-calf type of
beef-cattle operation is a major egment of the livestock industry in
Utah and is important to the economy of the state.
Re arch to determine ways of
improving the performance of these
range calves is important to Utah
cattlemen. This article is a report of
one trial wherein sex hormones were
evaluated as growth stimulators and
com pari ons were made between
three cattle allotments and b tween
growth rates of steer and heifer
calves belonging to several cattlemen.

•
J O SEPH T. BLAKE and JAY W. CALL are Associate Profess ors in the Department of Veterina ry Science.
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GROWTH STIMULATION
FROM SEX HORMONES

Studie of the influence of sex
hormones on rate of growth and
economy of weight gain in cattle
have been numerous. Variou hormon or hormone-like compound
have been tested both oral and parenterally and either ingly or in
combination. The usual parenteral
route has been subcutaneou (under
the hide) implantation of a pelleted
hormonal preparation, compounded
to relea e the hormone slowly into
the blood stream to stimulate
growth.
E trogen (female sex hormone)
and e trog n-like compound have
been te ted as growth stimulator
and have caused 10 to 20 percent
increa e in the growth rates of yearling teer or bull on some fattening
rations. Yearling heifers show Ie s
re pon e and older bull little if
any. E trogen plus progesterone
(a~other femaie sex hG:-m~me) gave
imilar results.
Testosterone (a male sex hormone) has proved of Httle value in
timulating growth of steer calves
or y arling steers. Information is
meager concerning the influence of
this hormone in heifer calves or
yearling females .
Growth stimulation trials with
yearling feeder steers have been
numerous and worldwide. There
have been fewer trials using bulls
or heifer and ]ittl research has
b en done on unweaned calve. In
one trial in Japan young bull and

steer calves showed only small increases in daily weight gains when
implanted with stilbestrol (an estrogen-like compound). Although production of sex hormones in calves
prior to puberty is minimal, the
physiologic basis for excluding
young calves is questionable. In
uch animals the influence of the
admini tration of various levels of
sex hormones is not well understood.

HORMONES AND NUTRITION

Growth response from hormone
therapy in cattle apparently is related to nutrition. Some scientists
have recommended that growthstimulating hormones not be given
when cattle are on rations that provide Ie s than a 0.67-pound daily
gain. Cattle on high energy rations
have responded more to sex hormone timulus than have cattle on
pasture. Pasture plants, particularly
legumes are higher in natural estrogto C8:l!e!lt thau are ingredients in
fattening rations. If greater growth
stimulus occurs from hormone therapy in cases where plane of nutrition is high and dietary or endogenous estrogens are low in quantity,
one could expect a favorable response in the case of sexually immature, unweaned calves since milk
is highly nutritious but contains little sex hormone.
Because the growth rate of nursing calves while on summer mountain range is particularly important,
the value of hormone treatments for
97
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stimulating growth under these conditions was tested.
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GROWTH OF NURSING CALVES
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Nursing Hereford calves, 3 to 4
months of age at the beginning of
the trial, were u ed as experimental
animals. They ran with their mothers on lush mountain meadow at
9 000 to 10,500 feet elevation during the trial from June to November. During thi period, they underwent puberty. The trial period averaged 148 da. for steer calves and
] 49 da. s for h ifer calves. The trial
included calv s on two allotments
(7-Mile and UM) of the Fishlake
Grazing District, Fishlake National
For t and one allotment on Boulder Mountain in the Dixie ational
Forest in outh-central Utah. Ther
were a total of 316 steer calves and
332 heifer calv s. One-half of each
ex received ear implants containing sex hormones and the oth r half
did not.

C)

The calves belonged to several
owner and were on two different
national forest. To avoid bia
from differences arising from husbandry practices or range quality
the calve b longing to each own r
wer driven through a chute at the
b ginning of the trial and ev ry
other female and every oth r male
were hormon implanted. Each calf
wa weighed and identified at thi
time.
The treated female calve each
received 200 mg. te tosterone propionate and 20 mg. estradiol benzoate (Synovex-H) ,1 and the treated
teer calve each received 200 mg.
progesterone and 20 mg. estradiol
benzoate (Synovex-S). 2 The e sex
hormone were in pellet form and
wer implanted subcutaneou ly in
the ears.

1

Proprietar implant for heifers, containing the male se hormone and e tra·
diol a female ex hormone.

2

Proprietary implant de igned for steer.
containing the two type of female ex
hormone. Implants were furni hed by
E. R. Squibb & Son , New Brun wick
New Jersey, the manufacturer.
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Fig ure 1. Effect of hormone impla ntation on g rowth rate of nursing calves on mo unta in ra nges.

The calves being with their
mother at high altitude during the
entire trial p dod had a di t coni ting of milk plus nativ forage,
both free choice. The entire diet of
the cows was th native forage. At
th end of the trial period th calve
were identified and again weighed.
boO

>

<

GROWTH STIMULUS

Results are shown in table 1 and
figure 1. Diff rences in weight gain,
comparing tho e receiving hormone
tr atment to controls, were malI.
The tr ated teer calves gained an
average of 3.9 p rcent mor weight
and the h ifer calves 3.3 percent
mor weight than their re pective
gains
contr 1 (figure 1). The
amounted to a total of 8.7 pound
body weight p r calf during the 148
day average p riod in the ca e of
t er calve and 8.2 pounds body
weight per calf during the 149 day
av rage p riod in the case of heifer
calve (table 1). At an estimat d
rate of $0.30 p r pound live weight
for teer calves weaned and ready to
b old in th faJ! the added income
would be $2 .61 per calf. At $0.28
p r pound for h iier calve the added income would b $2.30 per calf.
Whether the e level of gain would
be profitabl would depend upon
co t of implanting and the current
sale price of calves.
The largest weight gains attributable to the hormone treatment occurred in teer calves on the Bould r Mountain Allotment (7.5 percent increased gain over controls)

Steer calves
Fi g ure 2. Compa rison of growth rates of
control ca lves, steers vs. heifers, on mo unta in
range.

and in heifer calve on the UM Cattl Allotment (6.4 percent increased
gain over controls) (figure 1).
The e percentages represented average gain of approximately 14 and
17 pounds p r calf, respectively, for
the trial period (table 1) and would
make hormone therapy feasible.

OTHER INFLUENCES

Other facts about the extent of
differential growth rates of steer and
heifer calve and the comparative
nutritive value from the three cattle allotments were revealed (table
] and figure 2). There were also
comparisons between individual
owners as to performance of their
calves. The latter comparisons were
personal and results were made
known only to each owner in regard
to how his calves compared to the
average. Such information was helpful to the individual owner in evaluating his program. From the data
UTAH
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it is evident that the teer calves outperformed the h ifer catv s. The
untreated teer calves gain d at the
rate of l.54 pound per day compared to '1.50 pounds per day for
the untr ated h ifer calve, which
amounted to 2.7 percent fa ter gain
(figure 2). Comparing treated teer
to treated h ifer th growth rate
was 3:2 percent greater for th
treated teers.
Growth rates of teer and heifer
calves on the thr e cattle allotment
were greate t on the 7-Mile allotment. There, the untreated teer
calves grew 4.8 percent fa ter than
untreated heifer calve and treated
teer calves grew 5.3 percent fa ter
than treated heifer calve (figure
2) . The e difference are not larg
and a high premium for steer calve
may not· be economically fea ible.
No calculation of efficiency of
weight gain on a feed unit ba i were
possible as there was no way to
measure feed consumption.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Value of implantation of sex
hormone in nursing Hereford
calve on ummer mountain
range in Utah needs further inve tigation. The 3 to 4 percent
b dy weight gains obtained by
u ing hormon
may not be
enough to make hormone therapy worthwhile. However with
certain owner gain of their
calves were approximately twice
thi great which was significant.
2. Steer calves nur ing and grazing
fr e choice grew approximately
3 percent fa ter than did heifer
calve under the same condition .
3. There are con iderable differnee relative to growth rate
among the various forest grazing
allotments. Some of these differences occur becau e the net
growth rate of calve varie
among owners.

Table I. Hormone growth stimulus trial :

Sex

Hormone
implant

Male

Male

Female

Female

SEPTEMBER

no

yes

no

yes
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P OTECT your FORESTS, WILDLIFE, and
FISH in the interest of conservation, tim·
ber resources, and recreation values so
vital 10 individual well· being and no·
tional progress.

Cattl e
allotment

PROTECT your HOME and GARDEN
where 15 p rcent of all p sticides pur·
chas d ore used to h Ip pr s rye a
health • aHractive, productive environ·
m nt for work and play

Nurs ing calves on high mountain ranges in Utah

No.
calves

7 - Mile
UM
Bou Ider

28
21
63

Total:

112

7 - Mile
UM
Boulder

32
17
61

Total:

110

7 - Mile
UM
Bou Ider

41
15
64

Total :

120

7 - Mile
UM
Boulder

40
14
62

Total :

116

Avg.

Avg.

Avg.

Avg.

Trial
length
in days

Body weights in Ibs.
June Nov. Diff.

158
156
140

155.9 430.7 274.8
146.6 429.5 282 .9
140.9 328.5 187.6

1.74
1.81
1.34

148

145.7 373.0 227.3

1.54

158
156
140

168.7 446.8 278.1
149.8 431.3 281.4
148.1 349.3 201.2

1.76
1.80
1.44

148

154.4 390.3 236.0

1.60

160
156
140

146.6 411 .0 264.3
150.3 421.3 270 .9
135.8 321 .8 185.9

1.66
1.73
1.33

149

141.3 364.7 223 .3

1.50

160
156
141

140.4 408 .9 268.5
146.4 434.2 287.8
133.7 328 .7 195.0

1.68
1.84
1.39

149

137.5 369.1

231.5

1.55

Daily gain
per cal f
in Ibs.
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PRECONDITION FEEDER CALVES
FOR
GREATER
RETURNS
EARL M. SUDWEEKS, DOYLE J . MATTHEWS, PAUL R. GRIMSHAW

Pr conditioning of fe d r caul i
a term applied to the pr parati n
which tak plac to make the tranition from the range to the feedlot
with a little tre a po ible. Preparation indud
ound health program of vaccinations, tr atment for
external and internal parasites, the
u ual ca tration and dehorning
weaning plu getting the calves accustom d to a dry ration feed manag rs, water troughs and confinement.
Normally calves are gathered during the fall rou ndup, taken from
their moth rs handled under stre s
for a few days while changing hand
from the producer to the feedlot
operator then transported considerable di tanc s to the fe diots. Under
such management practices, the
calves begin the feeding operation
in a weakened condition which
makes them su ceptible to di ea e
and re ult in death loss of about 2
p rcent. Disea r quir sp cial attention and co tly treatment wruch
reduces profits for the feedlot operator.

Pounds 430

gain

•

EARL M. SUDWEEKS is a USU Extension
Agent stationed at Fort Duche, ne, Utah .
DOYLE J. MATTHEWS is an Associate Professor in the Department of Animal Science, the
Assistant Dean of Agriculture and Director of
Peace Corps. PAUL R. GRIMSHAW is USU
Extension Marketing Specialist.
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Figure 1. Weight changes of three groups of Hereford steers during weaning operation on
Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation.
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NEW CONCEPT

A new concept in beef cattle
managem nt has been formulated to
eliminate many of the problems of
the feeder cattle busine s. However,
this concept ha been accepted slow-

be incr a ed for both the producer
and th feedlot operator.
The tudy was conducted on the
intah and Ouray Indian R e rvation in northeastern Utah. The res-

ly b the producer because of the
gen ral fe ling that only the feedlot
perator benefits.
Thi tudy how that by preconditioning feed r cattle r turns can
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Figure 2. Costs and returns of three g roups of Hereford steers during weaning operation on
Uintah and Ouray Indian Reservation .
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ervation is composed of more than
1 million acres, most of which is
range land. To utilize the range the
Ute Livestock Enterprise was begun
5 year ago and now is approaching
6000 head of cattle. Through the
cooperation of th Enterpri management calves from the Enterpri e
herd wer used in the study.

METHODS

The range lands of the reservation are divided into three approximately equal range units with the
following designations: Hill Creek
- group I Uintah - group II, and
Arcadia - group III. During the
1966 fall roundup, 1837 feeder
calves, part of the total number,
were transported from the three

Pounds
gain
30

I-

-

range areas to the weaning facilities
near Neola, Utah. The weaning facilitie con isted of native corral
for handling the calves and scales.
The forage in the pastures wa dormant wh n the roundup occurred
and made up only a small part of
the feed con umed by the calves.
Thirty-three Hereford steers, 11
from each of the three range units,
wer randomly selected and placed
in a eparate pasture. Each group
of eleven steers was weighed when
pastured, followed by weekly weighings until the sale date of November
17. Costs and returns were computed from the entire herd of calves
while interim weight data were obtained from the three groups of
teers. The three groups did not enter the weaning pastures simultaneously as the following entry dates

-

weight gain
0 Pre-sole
Sale weight gain
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Figure 3. Weight gain of th ree groups of Herefo rd steers at conclusion of w eaning ope ra tion
a nd a t sa le time following a n over-night shrink on Uintah and Ouray Ind ia n Reservatio n.

Doll ars

-

2 . 64

1. 10

0.82
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Group I

G roup II

G roup III

Figure 4. Return above cost for w eaning and cond itioning th ree g roups of Herefo rd steers on
Uintah and Ou ray Indian Reserva tion.
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indicate: October 14 and 26 and
November 3 for groups I, II and
III, re pectively.
All calves w re treated alike, receiving free acc ss to water, alfalfa
hay and a grain mix composed of
1 part cottonseed meal and 2 part
whole oats. To les en the effects of
stres tranquilizer hots wer given
each calf at the beginning of the
weaning operation. An experienced
man rode among the calves and
treated them for any abnormal conditions.
RESULTS

As the calves entered the weaning pastures, the average weight was
338, 334, and 392 pounds for
groups I , II and III, respectively
(figure 1). Subsequent weighing
showed that the calves quickly regained their shrinkage from roundup as groups I, II and III weighed
360, 387 and 418 pounds, respectively after four days in the weaning
pastures. Each group continued to
gain for an average of 15 days with
groups I and II gaining 33 pounds
and group III gaining 30 pounds
above their beginning weights. Following the first 15 days of the weaning operation losses were observed
in groups I and II while group III
reached their maximum gain at sale
time. Normally the loss in weight
during the Jast part of the weaning
operation would be attributed to
feed differences or climatic changes;
however, the three groups reached
their peak weights at different times
(figure 1).
Group I was in the weaning pastur s 33 days while groups II and
III were in the pastures 21 and 14
days respectively, which is reflected
in the cost of the weaning operation
for each group. Groups I, II and
III howed 5.22, 3.40 and 2.28 dollars cost per head, respectively, for
waning and conditioning. These
costs include feed, labor, and amortized improvement costs (figure 2).
In keeping with the general practice of the beef industry the calves
were held away from feed and water
overnight prior to sale day. This resulted in an average of 13 pounds
101

shrink for the three groups. To
fully assess the gain during the
weaning operation the final sale
shrink must be deducted from the
total gain which shows the following
net gain for groups I, II and III:
20, 18 and 17 pounds, respectively
(figure 3) .

Figure 5. Fall roundup brings the calves from the range for preconditioning treatment.

et return for the weaning and
conditioning operation are calculated by deducting the operation co t
from the valu of th added gain obtained. Return were $.82 $1.10
and $2.64 per h ad for group I II
and III respectively (figure 4). In
addition to th value of the added
gain, the calv s old for a premium
of about $2.00 per cwt which makes
preconditioning even more attractive.
A representative sample of feedlot operator who purcha d feeder
calves at thi
ale was contacted
during the summer of 1967. They
reported above average gains almost no health problems, and not a
ingle death. Thi remarkable record has been attributed, for the
main part, to preconditioning.
CONCLUSION

Figure 6. Cutting out the calves from their mothers is the first maior step in the weaning operation.

Where condition are imilar to
the ones on the Uintah and Ouray
Indian R ervation, preconditioning
will increa
returns to the f eder
calf producer. However, it should
be kept in mind that only a few opration are as large as this and usually feedlot op rators would like
more vaccination than were given
to the calve reported in thi study.
Thi of cour e would r duce the
margin as r ported.
To realiz maximum returns from
a weaning op ration, the calves
hould be old approximately 15
days following th initiation of the
waning. At this point the calves
have regained their shrink from
roundup and reached the maximum
gain. Further weaning increases
costs and gives no additional gain.
Preconditioning will assist the
producer to increase profits in the

Figure 7. After a few weeks in the weaning pastures the calves have regained the shrinkage
from roundup and are ready for hauling to the auction.
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(Continued on page 107)
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The lack of cover i frequ ntly
on limiting factor in the production
of cold waterfi h in deep cold infertile lake. Thi i particularly
true in Bear Lak which Ii acr
th North rn Utah-Southern Idaho
bord r. Thi large oval- hap d lake
ha f w bay
r backwat r area ,
only a mall amount of plant material and virtually' no rock or rubbl
area except when it i t maximum
lev l.
In earl. June 1961 the DepartUtah
m nt of Wildlife Re ourc
Stat Univer ity, and th Utah Fi h
and Game Department dumped 15
car bodi on the we t id of Bear
Lake into two Y.i - quare-mile area .
On hundred f the e car b die
were dropped on the we tide apapproximately :Yi mil due ea t of
the Bear Lake Biological Laboratory. The e car containing native
hay, wer unk in water 34-45 f et
SEPTEMBER
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deep (correct for maximum water
level). An additional 50-car bodies
were dumped ;;%: mile east of Holiday Resort in water 75 feet deep.
None of these car bodies contained
hay.
The co t of the project was approximately $2,000; $750 for car
bodies and the balance for labor,
gasoline, rafts, and marker buoys.

It is believed that this is one of
the first attempts to provide cover
for fresh water salmonids (trout and
salmon) by the use of automobile
bodies. There were two objectives
in this project. (1) To provide food
and cover for small fish, (2) to help
concentrate game fish. The native

•
GAR W. WORKMAN is USU Wildlife Extension Specialist.

hay, which lowly leaches nutrients
into the water over a period of evera1 year, wa intended to supply
mall invertebrates to young fish.
The 100 cars located in the hallow water station
have been
checked on everal occa ions during
]963 1964 and 1965. Checks
made by non-biologist divers have
hown that .fi h are pre ent in the
vicinity. Biologi t have identified
carp Utah ucker and Bear Lake
culpin in and around the car bodie. One diver id ntified crayfish.
The relativ abundance of different
p cie of fi h has not been e tabIi hed becau e of high turbiditie
(cloudy water).
No ob ervations have been made
in th vicinity of the deep water
tation.
(Continued on page 107)
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10 YEARS OF SOIL TESTING
IN UTAH
Te ting soil to determine it fertility and uitability for growing
plant ha receiv d consid rable attention for dec ad . Over a p riod
of ea r r search ha been conduct d to d v lop and calibrate soil
t st so that th se te t will provide
information u eful to the farmer
who mu t make deci ions regarding
and developm nt of
f rtilizer u
cultural practices.
Many univer ities, particularly
tho e that ar agriculturally oriented hav play d important role
in dey loping uitable soil tests and
interpr tation.
Quite naturally
many of th e e univ r itie provide a
oil t ting ervice and Utah State
Univer ity i no exception.
Actually
oil testing began in
Utah more than 10 years ago. T he
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station in cooperation with the Extenion service provided a soil testing
rvice as arlyas 1945. Only since
] 956 how ver, have the same tests
b en u ed for the " tandard soil
fertility sample.' T his uniformity
of methods simplified summarization
and comparison of data.
The soil samples during this 10year period (1956-1965) were analyzed for soil reaction or pH, total
olubl salt content available phosphoru an e timate of lime content,
and an evaluation of soil texture.
Soil pH was measured with a pH
meter u ing glass and calomel electrodes. Total soluble salts were det rmined by converting the electrical
re istance of the saturated soil paste
to perc ntage total soluble salts by
using tandard conversion tables.

•
JAMES P. THORNE is a former Associate Professor in the Department of Soils and Meteorology.
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Availabl pho phoru was measured
u ing th sodium bicarbonate extraction method and the results were
expre sed in pounds of P 20 5 per
acre. Thi is quivalent to the parts
P :!O.i per 2 million part of oil. Lime
wa e timated by degr e of efferve cence when th soil was treated
with 10 perc nt hydrochloric acid.
Soil textural class was judged by a
technician familiar with soil textures
who rubbed a moist ned sample of
th soil between the thumb and forefinger.
To get more meaningful information from the summarization of the
Utah data, amples w re cia ified
according to the county from which

Figure 1. Soil samples are logged in and
assigned a number as they arrive at the
testing lab.

Table I. County areas used in t he 10 year soi I testing summary

Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area
Area

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

-

Box Elder. Cache
Weber. Davis, Salt Lake. Utah
Morgan . Summ i t, Wasatch, Rich. Daggett
Juab. Tooele , Millard
Carbon - Emery , Duchesne - Uintah, Uintah Basin
Sanpete. Sevier. Piute. Wayne , Garfield
Beaver. Iron
Washington, Kane , San Juan, Grand
Out of State

Table 2. Numbers of samples

Area

Number of
samples in
10 years

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2. 481
1,924
342
547
605
680
200
335
759

Total

7,873

Year

Number of
samples
each year

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

705
1,105
790
947
843
596
521
577
633
1. 156
7,873
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they were collected and the counties
were placed into eight groups repreenting ar a of some similarities in
oil typ and farming practices.
In general, th ample repre ent
irrigat d fi ld and plow d pth of
oil (m an depth of 7.3 inches).
The great majority of samples were
collected by farmer and were compo ite ample that is, made up of
ev ral ubsample from various
pots over the represented area.

Figure 2. One step in the soil testing proce ..
is the extracting of saturated soil paste.

The number of soil samples r ceived hav b n ummarized both
by county groups or areas and by
th years in which they w re rec iv d. The e re ult are shown in
tabl 2. Th large t numb r of sample about 2,500 came from the
area 1 which i compri ed of Cache
and Box Eid r countie. The n xt
large t number was from area 2
compri ed of Weber Davis Salt
Lake and Utah counties. These
two area account for more than

Table 3. Summary of soil reactions or pH values

Area

pH value for
10-yr. period

I

7.90
7.74
7 .51
7.90
7.79
7.79
7.74
7.74
7.67

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Year

pH value for
all areas

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

7.86
7.82
7.81
7.81
7.77
7.79
7.75
7.93
7.58
7.79

Table 4. Summary of total soluble salt values

Area

Total soluble
salts mean %
for 10 years

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SEPTEMBER

.08
.11
.07
.22
.10
.10

.11
.13
.09

1967

Year

Total soluble
salts mean %
for all areas

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

.12
.10
.11
.11
.12
.12
.08
.10
.09
.10

half of all the soil samples submitted
for fertilizer tests during the period
1956 through 1965. These two
area do contain a large portion of
the irrigated lands of Utah but it is
b Ii ved that convenience in getting
the amples to the laboratory might
al 0 be a factor.
There seems to be no real trend
with respect to the number of samples received and the years they
have been received. Actually, the
greatest number of samples was rec ived in 1965 but 1957 was a close
ronn r-up. Almost 900 more sample were received in the first half of
th
tudy period than in the last
half. During the last 3 or 4 years
ther has been more competition, so
to peak, from commercial laboratories interested in providing this
s rvice for farmers, which may explain this lack of steady increase.
The pH values, which are a
measure of the soil s acidity or alkalinity, have also been summarized
according to areas in the state and
years. No trend in soil reaction with
time would be expected and none
was found. There were some differences among the years; the means
varied from 7.6 to 7.9. Differences
in mean soil reaction in the different areas would be expected and
explainable. Areas 1 and 4 had the
highest mean pH values of 7.9.
Area 3, which represents the counties generally receiving highest annual precipitation, had the lowest
mean pH of 7.51. Again there was
a rather small range of 7.5 to 7.9
showing of course that most of our
irrigated soils in Utah are slightly
alkaline in reaction. Soil reaction
or pH is important because crop
plants will not tolerate pH values
either too low or too high. The
danger in Utah is that of having a
pH value too high. Most of the crop
plants grown in Utah are not significantly affected until pH values
exceed 8.5.
High pH values are usually
caused by excessive amounts of exchangeable sodium, which in tum
result from the exposure of the soil
particles to appreciable amounts of
105

Table S. Summary of avai lable phosphorus val ues

Area

Available Phosphorus value for
I O-yr. period

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

85
141
87
95
62
106
133
82
90

Year

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965

Avai l able Phosphorus val ue f or
all areas

70
91
81
83
82
142
114
106
137
113

Figure 3. To extract the amount of phosphorus in soil samples, they must be agitated on a
shaker as shown here.

Figure 4. The author checks the potassium content of a soil sample by using the flame photometer.
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sodium salts. Therefore, a soil that
has a high pH value one time or
another must have had some accumulation of soluble salts. It is normal for a fertile soil to have as much
as .06 or .07 percent total soluble
salts. When the amounts present
reach .10 percent or more there is
evidence of alt accumulation. Many
Utah farmers are quite familiar with
th problems of salty or saline soils.
Sometimes these soils are referred
to as alkali soils, although technically alkali refers to the soil r action
rather than to its content of soluble
salts.
A distribution of soluble salts in
Utah soil , as is true in other areas
is largely related to the overall
drainage patt rn . Soluble alt tend
to accumulate in low lying areas
wher drainag is poor. The loss of
water by evaporation from the soil
leaves behind salt re idue . Some of
th s become insoluble while others
remain in a oluble condition. As
can be seen in table 4, the soil
amples from area 4, made up of
Juab Tooele, and Millard counties,
had the highest mean soluble salt
content of .22 percent. The lowe t
soluble alt content was found in
area 3 (Morgan Summit Wasatch
Rich, and Daggett counties). Area
3 al 0 had th lowest overall mean
pH valu . It hould b pointed out
that the mean value for total soluble alt ar omewhat higher than
would be the salt cont nt of an average farmland-soil sampl in the area.
Thi i 0 becau e some of the sample s nt in for t sting did not reprent farm land but land that was
bing con idered for cultivation, or
land which was un uitabl for cultivation becau e of high salt concentration. In other words most of the
cultivated oil in area 4 does not
contain .22 percent salt nor in area
2 do they contain .11 p rcent soluble salts.
Perhaps the most interesting values obtained in this tudy are those
for availabl phosphorus (table 5).
The availabl pho phorus values are
perhaps more a reflection of man's
influ nee in soil properties than are
the values for soil reaction, or pH,
UTAH
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and total soluble salts previously
discussed. Available phosphorus is
here expressed as pounds of sodium
bicarbonate soluble P 2 0 5 per acre.
An acre 6 inches deep, is assumed
to weigh two million pounds. The
highest mean available phosphorus
was found in area 2 (Weber, Davis
Salt Lake, and Utah counties) and
the lowest in area 5 (Carbon, Emery, Duchesne, and Uintah). Fertilizer usage is known to be relatively
high in area 2 and also in the row
cropping sections of area 7. It is
noteworthy that available phosphorus seems to be increasing.
Soil-test data clearly show that
there are fields in Utah where phosphate is being used excessively and
there is reason to believe that yields
and quality of crops on these fields
are reduced or shortly will be reduced because of this practice. There
is need for checking nutrient levels
in fields that any deficiencies or excesses can be spotted.
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PRECONDITION FEEDER CALVES
(Continued from page 102)
following ways: ( 1) Added gain
can be obtained, (2) price premiums will be paid, (3) additional
feed can be marketed through the
operation, and (4) additional labor
can be marketed through the oper-

ation.
Precondition has the following
advantages to the fe·edlot operator:
( 1 ) Reduce or eliminate death
losses, (2) reduce health problems,
and ( 3) added ease in starting
calves on finishing ration.

The measurement of available
potassium was added to the standard soil fertility test provided by the
University Soil Testing Laboratory
in 1965. Evidence indicates that
many tons of potash are used in
Utah each year without economic
return. While the sampling and the
testing of the soil from each field
each year is not necessary it is prudent for a farmer to sample and test
the soil from each field at least
once and follow up by testing those
fields when yield data indicates
changes in the level of a nutrient is
needed.

CAR BODIES
(Continued from page 103)
Several general conclusions may
be drawn 6 years after the cars were
dropped into the lake. The bodies
are crusted with a thin layer of calcium carbonate, and they are not
rusting away. This indicates they
will last for many years. One water
sample in the area and near the
bottom indicates a high coliform
count. This may be attributed either
to the increased nutrients from the
SEPTEMBER
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Figure e. The preconditioning proce.. takes. calves from range to sale ring in about a month.
There they bring premium price. more than paying for the treatment.

hay or from a slowing of water currents allowing the coliform bacteria
to develop, or a combination of the
two.
It can be assumed that the native
hay is providing nutrients, but it has
not been established that this is producing an increase in invertebrate
animals. Since carp have been observed in the vicinity of these cars

on several occasions, it seems that
possibly the cover should have been
placed in deeper, colder water. Presently, it can be concluded that the
car bodies are producing some degree of cover for small fish and they
are attracting large fish. Since the
car bodies will not deteriorate for
many years, the project shows promise.
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